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Non-genetic inheritance media, from methyl-accepting cytosines to culture, tend to ‘mutate’ more
frequently than DNA sequences. Whether or not this makes them inexhaustible suppliers for adaptive
evolution will depend on the effect of non-genetic mutations (hereafter epimutations) on fitness-related
traits. Here we investigate how the magnitude of these effects might themselves evolve. More specifically,
we examine the hypothesis that natural selection could set boundaries to the adaptive potential of nongenetic inheritance media due to their higher mutability. In our model, the genetic and epigenetic
contributions to a non-neutral phenotype are controlled by an epistatic modifier locus, which we let evolve
under the combined effects of drift and selection, in stable and in variable environments. We show that a
pure genetic control evolves when the environment is stable, provided that the population is large enough,
such that the phenotype becomes robust to frequent epimutations. When the environment fluctuates,
however, the direction of selection on the modifier locus also fluctuates and can overall produce a large
non-genetic contribution to the phenotype, especially when the epimutation rate matches the rate of
environmental variation. We further show that selection on the modifier locus is mostly direct – i.e. it does
not rely on subsequent effects in future generations – as our results are generally insensitive to
recombination. These results suggest that unstable inheritance media might significantly contribute to
fitness variation of traits subject to highly variable selective pressures, but little to traits responding to
scarcely variable aspects of the environment, which likely represent a majority. More generally, our study
demonstrates that the rate of mutation and the adaptive potential of any inheritance media should not be
seen as independent properties.

Slowly but surely, non-genetic inheritance is making its
way back into our minds (Bonduriansky 2012;
Verhoeven et al. 2016). Since the discovery of DNA,
biology has enjoyed a few decades of oversimplification
of the much older inheritance concept, which was
summarized in four letters. Yet, observations of other
media of inheritance, from DNA methylation to culture,
indicate that not all heritable phenotypic variation
comes down to changes in DNA (Jablonka and Raz
2009; Johannes et al. 2009; Bonduriansky 2012;
Danchin 2013; Quadrana and Colot 2016). How much
this actually matters for evolution is the subject of a hot
on-going debate (Day and Bonduriansky 2011; Laland
et al. 2014; Wray et al. 2014; Charlesworth et al. 2017).
An obvious difference between genetic
mutations and broadly defined epimutations (e.g.
changes in DNA methylation patterns, histone
modifications, cultural changes, etc.) is that the latter are
typically more frequent (Rando and Verstrepen 2007;
Johannes et al. 2009; Danchin 2013). Letting aside the
heavy assumption that epimutations could also be
induced by the environment (Jablonka et al. 1995; Pál
1998; Pál and Miklós 1999), the simple fact that they are
frequent has led some authors to suggest that they
might allow for a faster exploration of the phenotypic
landscape and thus faster adaptive evolution
(Klironomos et al. 2013). Subsequent models have

nuanced this conclusion, pointing out that epimutations
may sometimes slow down adaptation, depending on
their rate of occurrence and on their effects on fitness
(Furrow 2014; Kronholm and Collins 2016). While
these studies incorporate the effects of these two key
parameters, they ignore the possibility that they may
themselves evolve and, as a result, not be independent.
Here we investigate the possibility that natural
selection might adjust the fitness effects of mutations
and epimutations in relation with their frequency of
occurrence. In our model, we suppose that a modifier
locus controls the relative genetic and epigenetic
contributions to a non-neutral phenotype, in line with
the observation that the effect of epimutations can be
modulated by the background genome through gene /
epigene epistatic interactions (Lehner 2013; Park and
Lehner 2014; Blevins et al. 2017). Although mutation
and epimutation rates can in principle evolve (as
investigated in theoretical studies considered in more
details in the Discussion) we assume here that they are
fixed, to focus on their consequences on the evolution
of the modifier locus.
Our results indicate that selection can
effectively tune, up or down, the relative contribution of
genetic and epigenetic mutations to the phenotype. In a
stable environment – that is, one where the optimal
phenotype remains constant across generations – a pure
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genetic control of the phenotype is selected for,
provided that the population is large enough. In variable
environments, a large epigenetic contribution is selected
for immediately after an environmental change, but the
opposite happens during periods of environmental
stasis. Such oscillations can overall lead to large nongenetic contributions to the phenotype in variable
environments, especially when the rate of epimutations
matches that of environmental changes.
Our model also reveals that recombination
between the trait-contributing locus (hereafter, the “trait
locus”) and the modifier has little impact on the
outcome. This indicates that mutations of the modifier
are mainly selected through their immediate effects on
their carrier, that is, through direct selection. Only in a
restricted range of conditions are mutations of the
modifier also affected by their interaction with future
epimutations at the trait locus, that is, by indirect
selection that requires tight genetic linkage with the trait
locus. In that respect, the evolutionary dynamics of the
“epigenetic contribution modifier” studied here
contrasts markedly with that of “mutation rates
modifier”, where the major role of indirect selection is
well established (Ishii et al. 1989; Tenaillon et al. 2001;
Salathé et al. 2009; Raynes et al. 2018). Overall, we
conclude that in a wide range of conditions, the
assumption of mutations and epimutations with similar
phenotypic effects does not hold: depending on the
context, epimutations may have greater or lower
phenotypic effects than expected in the absence of
selection.

The model
We simulate the evolution of populations where nonneutral phenotypic variation is determined by a
combination of two inheritance media (hereafter
denoted genetic and epigenetic media, for the sake of
simplicity): one with a low mutation rate 𝜇! (g standing
for genetic) and one with a higher mutation rate
𝜇! (epigenetic). We assume that genetic and epigenetic
variations affect a single locus (hereafter denoted the
‘trait locus’), so that the genetic and epigenetic states
cannot be dissociated by recombination. The
contribution of the two media to the phenotype
depends on a ‘modifier’ locus determining 𝛼 , the
relative contribution of the epigenetic medium.
Recombination between the trait and modifier loci can
occur at rate r. We focus on the evolution of 𝛼 under
different patterns of environmental stability across
generations.
A diagram of the model is presented in figure
1. Each individual 𝑖 in the population is characterized by
its genetic and epigenetic alleles at the trait locus (𝑔! and
𝑒! , respectively, taking the discrete values 0 or 1), and by
its allele at the modifier locus, which sets the epigenetic
contribution 𝛼! varying continuously between 0 and 1.
Notably, the genetic and epigenetic states at the trait
locus vary independently, meaning that the epigenetic

variation is ‘pure’ sensu Richards (2006). The phenotype
𝜙! of individual 𝑖is calculated as
𝜙! = 1 − 𝛼! 𝑔! + 𝛼! 𝑒!

In other words, we assume that the phenotype is fully
determined by the genetic and epigenetic sates, thus
ignoring environmental noise that would overall reduce
the heritability of the trait but would not affect the
relative genetic and epigenetic contributions.
The fitness of each individual 𝑖 at time 𝑡, 𝑤! (𝑡), depends
on the distance between its phenotype and an optimum
𝑜(𝑡) ∈ {0,1}:
𝑤! (𝑡) = 1 − 𝑠|𝜙! − 𝑜(𝑡)|,

where 𝑠 sets the strength of selection on the phenotype.
The optimum can change at each generation with
probability 𝑝! , to simulate a constant (𝑝! = 0 or varying
environment (𝑝! > 0).
Populations of 𝑁 haploid individuals (𝑁 = 10!
unless otherwise stated) are initially monomorphic with
𝛼! sampled from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1
and 𝑔! = 𝑒! = 𝑜(0); that is, both inheritance media start
at the optimal state. We then simulate their evolution
through a Wright-Fisher process over 20 million
generations, which we consider sufficient to reach
equilibrium because results are then nearly identical to
those obtained after 10 million generations (figure S1).
At each generation, the population is renewed by
randomly sampling the parent of each individual. The
probability 𝑝! that individual 𝑖 (at 𝑡 ) is chosen as the
parent of each newborn is proportional to its fitness,
that is:
𝑝! (𝑡) =

𝑤! (𝑡)
!
!!! 𝑤! (𝑡)

Whenever individual 𝑖 is picked as a parent, its offspring
inherit its values of 𝑔! , 𝑒! and 𝛼! , unless they are
modified by mutations or epimutations. The genetic
mutation rate, 𝜇! , equals 10!! whereas the epimutation
rate 𝜇! takes values from 10!! to 10!! . The epigenetic
contribution to the phenotype, 𝛼! , is the main variable
of interest, and mutates with rate 𝜇! – i.e. we assume
that 𝛼! is genetically determined. Mutations of offspring
𝑘 change 𝛼! (with regard to its parent’s 𝛼! ) by an amount
sampled from a normal distribution with mean 0 and
standard deviation 0.1 . When 𝛼! decreases below 0 or
increases above 1, we set it to 0 or 1, respectively. We
model recombination by sampling pairs of individuals –
the number of pairs is sampled from a binomial with
parameters 𝑟 and 𝑁 2 – in the new generation, and
exchanging the value of 𝛼! within the pair. Notably, the
only difference in our model between the two
inheritance media is their mutation rate; this means the
model could apply in principle to situations where the
trait is only determined genetically, but by two linked
genes with different mutation rates.
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Figure 1. A diagram of our model. The contribution of the genetic and epigenetic states at the trait locus
are modulated by the modifier locus, determining α, to produce the phenotype !, which is compared to
an optimum to derive fitness. The epigenetic contribution to the phenotype α can itself mutate with
probability μg. Model parameters are in grey.

Results
Evolution in a stable environment. We used
simulations to investigate the evolution of the relative
contribution 𝛼 of an unstable (epigenetic) medium to a
phenotypic trait under selection. We first consider a
stable environment, by setting 𝑝! – the probability of
environmental change per generation – to 0, such that
the optimal phenotype does not change through time.
At this stage, we also assume no recombination (𝑟 = 0)
between the trait locus and the modifier locus
controlling the value of 𝛼 . As a preliminary control, we
verified that 𝛼 evolves neutrally when the genetic and
epigenetic mutations rates are equal (𝜇! = 𝜇! = 10!! ;
figure 2a). As expected, the distribution of the mean
non-genetic contribution ( 𝛼 ) across such simulations
has a mean close to 0.5 and is uniform, except that very
high and low values of 𝛼 are slightly overrepresented,
possibly because mutations away from the boundary
states are less probable (see model section).
In contrast, when epimutations are 1000 times
more frequent than mutations ( 𝜇! = 10!! and
𝜇! = 10!! ), 𝛼 evolves to its minimal possible value in
most simulations (figure 2b). This result validates the
intuition that in a perfectly stable environment,

selection can make the phenotype robust to frequent
epimutations, that is, insensitive to their effects. A more
complete picture of this process is provided in figure 2c,
where we show the equilibrium distributions of 𝛼 for
various values of 𝜇! . These simulations confirm that
selection for robustness promotes a small epigenetic
contribution to the phenotype, but only when 𝜇! is
much larger than 𝜇! , by at least 3 orders of magnitude
in the context considered. When 𝜇! is below this
threshold, the mean equilibrium 𝛼 remains close to the
neutral expectation of 0.5, meaning that the genetic and
epigenetic media contribute equally to the phenotype.
To interpret this result, we hypothesized that
selection on 𝛼may be too weak to oppose drift when
the mutation and epimutation rates, 𝜇! and 𝜇! , are close
to each other. To assess the validity of this
interpretation, we varied the population size and
thereby the efficiency of selection. As expected, 𝛼 goes
to 0 for smaller values of 𝜇! in larger populations,
where selection is more efficient (fig 2d). Likewise,
making selection more efficient through an increase of
the effect of mutations on 𝛼 (figure S2) has a similar
effect. Thus, in stable environments, selection always
tends to reduce the epigenetic contribution to the
phenotype, but it is only effective when the population
is large enough; that is, when it exceeds a threshold that
depends on the epimutation rate.
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Figure 2. Evolutionary dynamics of !" (the population average non-genetic contribution to the
phenotype), in a stable environment. (a) and (b): 100 evolutionary dynamics are represented in
black, with one identified in red; the final distribution of !" is represented on the right, summarizing
500 runs, with the mean as a green dot. This summary distribution is not informative with regard to
the within-population distribution of !; however, we have verified it is generally unimodal (not
shown). (a) When #$ = #& = 10)* (i.e. when the mutation rates of both media are equal), !"
evolves neutrally in the range [0,1]. (b) When #$ ≫ #& (here #$ = 10)- and #& = 10)* ), !" evolves
toward 0 in most simulations. (c) Distributions of final values of !" for different values of #$ (with
#& = 10)* ) show that !" evolves away from the neutral expectation toward 0 when #$ overcomes a
threshold, between 10)-./ and 10)- in this example. (d) Mean equilibrium !" for various
combinations of #$ and 0. !" decreases when #$ is above a threshold that decreases when the
population is larger. Parameter values: 0 = 101 (a–c), 2 = 0.01, 34 = 0.
We then investigated the effect of recombination
between the trait and modifier loci. Figure 3 shows the
evolutionarily expected value of 𝛼 as a function of the
recombination rate for different epigenetic mutation
rates. Unsurprisingly, when the genetic and epigenetic
mutations rates are close to each other (e.g. 𝜇! = 10!! ,
figure 3) selection on 𝛼 remains inefficient in the
presence of recombination, as it was under complete
linkage. With 𝜇! = 10!! , recombination substantially
affects the evolution of 𝛼 , with 𝛼 shifting from 0.1 to
0.3 for positive recombination rates – even as small as

𝑟 ≈ 0.03. This result indicates that in the absence of
recombination and for such values of 𝜇! , indirect
selection contributes to the evolution of 𝛼 : alleles
conferring small values of 𝛼 carry a selective advantage

because they reduce the phenotypic consequences of
maladaptive epimutations at the trait locus in
descendants of their carrier, a process which is only
effective as long as the trait and modifier loci remain in
linkage disequilibrium. Nonetheless, even with
recombination, the mean 𝛼 is not equal to the neutral
expectation of 0.5, indicating that direct selection is also
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at play: mutations toward low 𝛼 values readily confer a
selective advantage because they often occur in
individuals already carrying maladaptive epi-alleles,
whose effect they buffer. When 𝜇! is very large (e.g.
𝜇! = 10!! in figure 3), we observed that recombination
does not affect the equilibrium 𝛼 values. Whatever the
rate of recombination between the trait and modifier
loci, a very low epigenetic contribution to the
phenotype is always selected for in this context. This
indicates that direct selection is here sufficient to drive
the evolution of 𝛼 toward 0.
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Figure 3. Evolutionary dynamics of the
mean !" in a stable environment, with
various recombination rates #. Parameter
values: $ = 104 , ) = 0.01, +, = 0.
Evolution in variable environments. In order to
study the evolution of 𝛼 in a non-static environment, we
set the probability of environmental change 𝑝! to
positive values and first assume no recombination
between the trait and modifier loci. The results,
summarized in figure 4, indicate that the rate of
environmental change has important consequences on
the equilibrium value of 𝛼 . In scarcely changing
environments (e.g. 𝑝! = 10!! in fig. 4a), high values of
𝛼can evolve because, upon environmental change, the
epigenetic medium is more often in the adaptive state
than the genetic medium. However, when 𝜇! exceeds
some threshold ( 10!! for 𝑝! = 10!! ), this effect is
counter-balanced by selection for robustness occurring
during periods of environmental stasis. Thus, when 𝜇! is
high, the evolutionarily expected value of 𝛼 equals 0 in
both stable and scarcely variable environments. In
summary, selection for a high 𝛼 does occur upon
environmental changes but can be counter-balanced by
selection for robustness during periods of stasis.
In line with this interpretation, increasing the
probability of environmental change 𝑝! (e.g. to 10!! )
increases the strength of selection for large 𝛼 values,

such that selection for robustness fails to drive its
evolution below the neutral expectation of 0.5, even for
very high epimutation rates 𝜇! (fig 4a). Looking at a
wider range of 𝑝! values (fig. 4b), it appears that
selection for a large contribution of the epigenetic
medium is maximum when its rate of variation
𝜇! matches the frequency of environmental change (i.e.
along the interrupted line in fig. 4b).
As previously illustrated in a static
environment, recombination allows us to tease apart the
effects of direct and indirect selection. Figures 4c and
4d show the observed mean 𝛼 values as a function of
recombination rates, for different epimutation rates and
different levels of environmental instability. In all
situations explored, the effect of recombination on the
evolution of 𝛼 appears to be minor, indicating that
indirect selection contributes negligibly. Only in scarcely
changing environments (Figure 4c) and with
intermediate epimutation rates ( 𝜇! = 10!! ) does the
removal of indirect selection through recombination
affect the evolutionarily expected 𝛼 , and only slightly so.
This effect mirrors the trend observed in a stable
environment with intermediate epimutation rates
(Figure 3, 𝜇! = 10!! ), which suggests that indirect
selection contributes to drive 𝛼 toward small values
during periods of environmental stasis. Generally
speaking, the very limited effect of recombination on
the evolution of 𝛼 (figure S3) suggests that direct
selection largely dominates in unstable environments. In
other words, depending on the rate of environmental
change and epimutation rates, the epigenetic
contribution to the phenotype is effectively tuned by
selection, without requiring genetic linkage between the
modifier and trait loci.

Discussion
We have used simulations accounting for the effect of
drift and selection to unravel the relationship between
the instability of a non-genetic inheritance medium – its
mutation rate – and its evolving contribution to a nonneutral phenotype, termed 𝛼 in our model. Before any
attempt to draw general conclusions, we should stress
that our analysis is based on an abstract model, which is
unlikely to reach the level of realism required to obtain a
precise expectation for this relationship for any
particular inheritance medium. Instead of being specific
and predictive, our aim here was to formally explore the
conjecture that the adaptive potential of an inheritance
media should depend on its transmission accuracy – or,
inversely, on its mutation rate sensu lato – in interaction
with the (un)stability of the environment. We believe
that this approach helps clarify when non-genetic
inheritance may have important evolutionary
implications and brings relevant elements in the
complex ongoing debate on this question.
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Figure 4. Evolutionary dynamics of !" in a variable environment. (a) When the probability of
environmental change #$ is small (10−5 ), !" evolves above 0.5 when )* is between )+ = 10−6 and
some threshold value close to 10−3 . In a more variable environment (#$ = 10−2 ) !" is consistently
above the neutral expectation of 0.5, and peaks for higher values of )* than in the scarcely variable
environment (10−2.5 vs 10−4.5 ). (b) More variable non-genetic media contribute more to the
phenotype when the environment is more variable. The color scale indicates the expected values of !".
The dotted line indicates situations where )* = #$ . (c and d) Under the two environmental variation
regimes considered in panel (a), the recombination rate has little influence on the expected value of !".
Parameter values: 4 = 104 , 5 = 0.01.

One important and clear outcome of our
analysis is that the relationship between the epimutation
rate and the epigenetic contribution to the phenotype
can be shaped by epistatic selection and is thus generally
not flat. Differences in phenotypic effects between
inheritance media will translate into different adaptive
potentials, even though the relationship between
mutational size effect and adaptive potential can be
complex and possibly non monotonic (Fisher 1930;
Kronholm and Collins 2016). The link between
mutation rates and phenotypic effects indicates that the
assumption of identical contributions to the phenotype
of genetic and non-genetic media, which has led some
authors to conclude that non-genetic inheritance can
lead to rapid adaptive evolution (Klironomos et al.
2013), is not tenable in principle. Specifically, in scarcely
varying environments, selection for robustness is
expected to reduce the phenotypic contribution of any
medium with a high mutation rate (figure 2). However,
for a given population size, this selective process is only

effective when the mutation rate is above a threshold.
Reciprocally, the phenotypic contribution of an
inheritance media with a given mutation rate will either
evolve neutrally or be under efficient selection,
depending on the population size.
We have also found that environmental
instability can favor the evolution of large non genetic
contributions to the phenotype, especially when the
epimutation rate matches the rate of environmental
variation, as anticipated by Danchin (2013). This
conclusion can be interpreted in the light of previous
theoretical work in various areas of evolutionary
biology, focusing for instance on the evolution of
mutation rates (Ishii et al. 1989; Salathé et al. 2009), of
the rates of switching between phenotypic states
(Lachmann and Jablonka 1996; Thattai and Van
Oudenaarden 2004; Kussell and Leibler 2005; Wolf et
al. 2005; King and Masel 2007; Rando and Verstrepen
2007; Gaal et al. 2010; Liberman et al. 2011; Mayer et al.
2017) and of bet-hedging strategies (Cohen 1966; Seger

and Brockmann 1987; Clauss and Venable 2000; Rajon
et al. 2009, 2014; Carja and Plotkin 2017). This body of
work generally predicts that fitness is maximized when
the switching rate (that is, the mutation rate in a broad
sense) matches the rate of environmental change. In our
model, this situation would correspond to
𝜇! ≈ 𝑝! combined with a maximal contribution of the
non-genetic media (𝛼 = 1). Departing from this ideal
situation by decreasing 𝛼 would necessarily decrease
fitness, because the phenotype would then rely on both
an optimally changing (non-genetic) and a sub-optimally
changing (genetic) media. Accordingly, 𝛼 evolves in our
model such that the contribution of the non-genetic
media is maximum when 𝜇! and 𝑝! are close; as they
differ, a joint contribution of both media
𝛼 < 1 evolves.
Despite the apparent similarity between the
aforementioned body of work and the present study,
the effect of recombination between the modifier and
trait loci reveals an important difference. Indeed, our
model shows that both direct and indirect selection can
impact the evolution of the epigenetic contribution to
the phenotype, with a relative weight that depends on
the epimutation rate. In fact, in most situations direct
selection is sufficient to explain the evolution of this
contribution. This means that even though they act
through epistatic interactions, mutations modifying the
epigenetic contribution can readily gain a selective
advantage (direct selection) if they land on a genetic
background where buffering or enhancing the effect of
an epimutation improves fitness. This is in sharp
contrast with current views on the evolution of
mutation rates: these are only subject to indirect
selection, which requires strong linkage, because their
potential selective advantage only relies on the future
mutations they will or will not generate.
The probability of environmental change
𝑝! plays a major role in our results, as the occurrence of
an environmental change gives a selective advantage to
genotypes with an increased epigenetic contribution 𝛼.
It is interesting to realize that different patterns of
environmental stability could correspond, not to
different environments per se, but to different traits, each
related to more or less stable aspects of the
environment. For instance, traits responding to gravity
should be under extremely stable selection, whereas
other traits – e.g. those involved in immunity or the
exploitation of resources whose abundances vary in
time – should be under ever-changing selection
pressures. Our analysis suggests that different
inheritance media – characterized by different mutation
rates – should have different relative contributions to
these different categories of traits.
We should also clarify that, even though our
graphical representation in fig. 4b seems to indicate that
large values of 𝛼 are expected in most situations, our
choice of what situations are modeled is arbitrary and
unlikely representative of reality. For instance, there is
no reason to assume that traits facing highly unstable
environments (e.g. with 𝑝! = 10!! ) are as common as
those facing stable environments (with 𝑝! = 0). On the

contrary, many pieces of evidence together argue that
stabilizing selection is largely prevalent in nature. It is
now well established from paleontological records that
evolutionary stasis is often observed at the
morphological level over long periods, which seems
best explained by long episodes of stabilizing selection
(Estes and Arnold 2007). This macro-evolutionary
pattern is compatible with the general picture drawn by
micro-evolutionary studies aimed at describing selection
in contemporary populations. Indeed, meta-analyses of
such studies have concluded that strong directional
selection is rare (Kingsolver et al. 2001; Morrissey and
Hadfield 2012; Arnold 2014). Likewise, at the molecular
level, the fact that the majority of non-neutral sites
within genomes are under purifying selection advocates
for the idea that most traits are related to stable aspects
of the environment (Eyre-Walker and Keightley 2007).
Notably, we have assumed that any mutation
or epimutation deleterious at time 𝑡 may become
beneficial in the future if the environment changes. In
other words, contrary to other population genetics
models (Johnson 1999; Rajon and Masel 2011) we have
ignored unconditionally deleterious mutations and
epimutations. The presence of such mutations might
increase the strength of selection for robustness and,
overall, make the evolution of large epigenetic
contributions less likely than described here. Whether
unconditionally deleterious epimutations do exist,
however, is unclear. In fact, since most deleterious
mutations prevent protein folding (Wylie and
Shakhnovich 2011) – which non genetic mutations can
hardly do – epimutations may be less likely deleterious
than mutations. The distribution of their fitness effect
is, obviously, an important parameter to consider in
future studies.
Even among mutations and epimutations with
potentially adaptive effects, the present study ignores
potential differences in the qualitative effects of
mutations and epimutations, hence focusing on
situations where the genetic and non-genetic media
impact similar aspects of the phenotype. This matches,
for example, changes in gene expression that can be
modulated by genetic changes in regulatory sequences
and, indistinguishably, by gene methylation or histone
covalent modifications. In contrast, only genetic
mutations can change a protein sequence, with almost
endless possible phenotypic consequences (Kronholm
and Collins 2016). The information content of an
inheritance medium has been suggested to set an
upward limit to its mutation rate (Eigen and Schuster
1977; Maynard Smith 1990), which might explain why
media with more possible states evolve lower mutation
rates. Our work suggests that this relationship might
work both ways, such that the mutation rate of an
inheritance medium also impacts its evolutionary
potential. This hypothesis could be addressed by
modeling the evolution of the phenotypic space that a
medium can access, instead of (or in addition to) its
relative contribution to the phenotype as considered in
this study. We anticipate that within such a framework,
the most variable (non-genetic) medium should evolve a
mutational space that only includes frequently occurring

phenotypic optima, excluding other mutational targets
due to selection for robustness. The least variable
(genetic) medium should instead keep access to a wider
set of phenotypes due to the comparatively weaker
selection for robustness. Interestingly, if and when this
prediction holds, the non-genetic medium may still
produce higher phenotypic variance than the genetic
medium due to its higher mutation rate, and therefore
contribute more to heritability. This indicates that the
contribution of one medium to heritability potentially
ignores the diversity of phenotypes it can access.
Because the potential for future evolutionary innovation
certainly depends on this diversity, the link between a
medium’s contribution to heritability and its long-term
adaptive potential may well be tenuous.

Conclusion
The present study was aimed at providing some
consideration to the evolutionary implication of nongenetic inheritance. While the question is obviously not
settled, we would argue that at this stage, acknowledging
that non-genetic inheritance might contribute to adaptive
evolution is already a big step forward. The power of
the genetic paradigm is not in question: a huge variety
of studies have identified clear causal links between
genetic variation, phenotypes and selective pressures,
demonstrating that genetic evolution can explain major
evolutionary changes (e.g. Lenormand et al. 1999; Levy
and Marshall 2004; Jones et al. 2012). Similarly,
developmental genetics have provided ample evidence
that important macro-evolutionary changes come down
to genetics (Stern and Orgogozo 2009). However, it is
notable that the huge part of evolution explained by
genetics tells us little about the potentially also huge part
that is not explained by genetics. The strength of
evolutionary genetics largely holds in the tractability of
genetic changes: genomes can be sequenced, aligned,
and substitutions can be identified. On the contrary,
non-genetic inheritance encompasses a wide variety of
processes, which are hardly tractable. The present study
has focused on one particular parameter: the rate of
random change from one generation to the next.
Although this is obviously an insufficient proxy to catch
the subtleties of all inheritance processes, our results
indicate that it is one that sets important constraints to
their evolutionary potential.
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Figure S1. Evolutionary expectations of !" after 10 million generations are almost identical to those
obtained with our default simulation time of 20 million generations. Compare panel (a) to figure 2d, and
panel (b) to figure 3b. Aside from simulation time, parameters are identical to those described in the
legends of these figures. Notably, the !" value reached after 10 million generations in the smallest
population (N=103) is higher than after 20 million generations (figure 2d) indicating that its evolution is
very slow in this context due to ineffective selection.
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Figure S3. The equivalent, with recombination (r=0.5), of panels (a) and (b) in figure 3.

